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Dear NEDAERO relation,
In this regular Newsletter we will keep you updated on our aerospace related
products and service developments.

Inventory SALE!
NEDAERO will be clearing out stock in
upcoming months. We sell stock at a
substantial discount ranging from
helicopter windows to excess exchange
parts and from starter generators to
transceivers.
Selected parts are listed on our website
and every month we will release new
items, of course you can expect
attractive promotions.
Please check our website for your
bargain:
Read more

nedaero.m1.mailplus.nl/archief/mailing-392108.html
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NEDAERO: Authorized Distributor of Donaldson liquid
filters
In this issue of our Newsletter we want to put our relationship with Donaldson in
the spotlight.
As Authorized Distributor of Donaldson Liquid Filtration Systems NEDAERO
plays a leading role in the distribution of filtration systems, with a specialization
in military platforms and civil helicopters. With a broad knowhow of the
helicopter business we can offer just what you need to supply your helicopter
with the right filters.
Donaldson liquid filtration ranges in complexity – from a simple t-type manifold
to a complex, multiple circuit filter manifold assembly – which may include an
intricate head design, multiple filter bowls, filter elements, bypass valves, shutoff valves, check valves, fluid sampling ports, and differential pressure
indicators that signal when filter replacement is required.

Donaldson offers extensive filter media technology choices for liquid filters –
over 34 different formulations. These formulations enable the engineers to
develop filtration systems that exceed or meet a wide variety of customer
specifications. Synthetic media captures more and smaller contaminants than
cellulose media. When an application requires higher efficiency filtration than
nedaero.m1.mailplus.nl/archief/mailing-392108.html
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cellulose filter media can deliver, Donaldson uses synthetic media technology.
On our website you can find more information about the filtration systems of
Donaldson.

Air Intake filters: IBF

IBF Cleaning kit

Besides Liquid Filters we also offer a

Your Inlet Barrier Filter requires

broad range of high quality

cleaning regularly. For this we have

Donaldson Inlet Barrier Filters

the IBF Cleaning Kit in our product

(IBFs) for various types of

range.

helicopters.

You can purchase the complete kit
but oil and cleaner/degreaser are

As Authorized Distributor we are

also available separately.

able to offer you competitive prices

Look for the kit-contents on our

and a reliable delivery.

website:

Read more

Read more

Ground Power Units and
Tool kits
NEDAERO offers a full range of portable
Start Power Units, as well as continuous
DC power supplies, lithium start power
units, combination start and continuous
DC power units, transformer rectifier
units and frequency converters.
For your tooling we offer these Tool Kits
with a complete shadow foam service.
Never lose your tools with the Tool kits
of Red Box!
Read more
nedaero.m1.mailplus.nl/archief/mailing-392108.html
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Let's keep in contact!
Dear relation,
Unfortunately we still have to cope with
the pandemic. Making plans for business
trips to meet in person is still not
recommended. However, we can meet
you virtually and discuss business via
video teleconference software, such as
Teams, Skype etc.
Just ask your NEDAERO contactperson
to set up a meeting.
Read more

Our staff is there to assist you
Please contact one of our Customer Support Offices to help you with your fixed
and/or rotary enquiries.
Repair enquiries:

+31 316 592 100 - repair@nedaero.com

Parts enquiries:

+31 172 796 550 - parts@nedaero.com

Defense enquiries: +31 172 796 550 - milaviation@nedaero.com

Standard inventory of parts - AS350 and ATR Exchange pool warehouse 20 minutes from Schiphol Airport - immediate shipment

Manufacturing - Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul - in-house capability high-tech production and test-equipment - over 40 years of experience

Contact
nedaero.m1.mailplus.nl/archief/mailing-392108.html
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